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Sectiom III., i«n. im Ti»AHi». R. S. C.

On the Relation Belwetn the AdialMtic and iMolhermal Yoiinii'* ModuH

of MetaU.

E. F. BuHTON. B.A. (Cantab.). Ph. I). (T(»R )

Pri'wntJHl by PniffMor J. C. Mclii'iiiiuii.

(Read May 17, ItUI)

In the ordinary equation for the velority of sounil in solids, viz.,

V = .. li, where q' is Young's modulu.s for the substunee and <1 is the

density, he Younn's modulus considen-d is that which romes into piny

when the change in strain takes place so rapidly that the heat prodiued

or absorlx'd during the strain has not time to escape. I^)rd Kelvin'

has shown that this Young's modulus should Ix? connected with the

Young's modulus (q) found by .'rtatical methods such as stretching

wires or liending rods, by the following equation:—

1 _ 1 _ w'T

q'
"

q
~

J K d

where w is the coefficient of linear expansion of the metal, T, the

absolute temperature, J, the mechanical equivalent of heat, K, the

specific heat of the substance, and il its density.

The alMjve cquatic- gives at once the ratio of q' to q. In Table I

the values of q for sev. .d metals experimented on by Wiilheim ' are

given in column I, and the corresponding values of (\'lq deduced from

the above equation in column 2.

TABLE I.

Substance.
q in dynes per sq. cm. q'A) deduced from the

: X 10-" alKjvc equation.

8-56 1 .(MVS

409 1 00.302

7-22 • 1.1K)315

12-20 i.tM)325

1-74 l.(H)31

6-02 l.(XK)6

18 24 l.(H)2.59

16-7 1.00129

' Article on Elasticity, Encyclopaedia Britannica.

' Wertheim, Annales'de chim. et de phys., 1844. Pogg. Ann. 77, 427, 1849.
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Each of the abovo valuen for the qV, except that for tin, whh clc-

termined hy Wcrtheim by a Htatiral method; in the cano of tin the

value of q waH cletemiined from tiansvenw vibrationn.

In the papej referre<l to Wcrtheim given reHuhH for Young'i* n>odu-

lu8 for the variouH nietaU hy methodfl involving (1) direct elongation,

(2) transverxe vibrationn, and (3) longitudinal vibrationn. The ujirec-

ment l)etween the values obtained for the name metal by direct elonga-

tion and by vibration differ in »ome caaeH by a8 much um 20%.

Reganling theiw* reMult^ Lord Kelvin wrote:—"It will Ix* noen that

Young'H moduli obtained by Wertheim by vibrntionH, longitudinal or

transvercc.are generally in exccHsofthoHe which he found by static exten-

sion ; but the difTerencen are enormouHlygreater than thoBO due toheatin"

and cooling effects of elongation and contraction and are certainly to

be reckoned as errors of ol»<ervation. It in probable that hiw modulus

determinations by statif- elongation are minutely accurate; the dis-

crepuncies of those found by vibrations are probably due to imperfec-

tion of the arrangements for carrying out the vibrational method." '

A glanre at the published tables of the elastic constants of various

substances wouhl suffice to show the utter u.selessness of trying to test

the formula showing the relation between q and q' for any substance

by any metli^ J except finding directly q and q' for the same specimen

of a given material. The parp ^ of the experiment ilescrilied below

was to find these two Yr.ngh moduli for a given specimen by diiect

methods in order to get the value of the ratio q : q'. The adiabatic

Young's modulus was found by determining the velocity of sound in a

bras- rod by means of Kundt's well known dust-tube method and

applying the formula:—

V

=4 The .static method used was that

ba.scd on the observation of the lx>nding produced in the rod when it

was supiKJrtcd on two knife-edges and a weight was applied to the

middle of the bar.

1. Determination of the Adiabatic Young's Modulus.

The Kundt method is so well known as to need no description here.

The air and powder in the closed tube were carefully dried by blowing

a slow current of air through a tube containing phosphorus pentoxide

and afterwards through the dust tube. The distances between the

Ist and 7th, 2nd and 8th, etc., dust heaps were measured by means of

a microscope which was placed so as to view also a standard yard placed

just below th' «. The microscope was provided witii a scale and

* Loe. cit.
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VTHiior «» thM tho .lirtanrr l)otv "m-h the t'flfP' "f uiiy diwt hrap nn«l

the noanxt (liviMi)n of tl > «taii.' .il yani coul.l In" accuratoly <l«'t.M-

minrd. The meuii of 24 ,.»)«•• Mwm on the vah»e (.f - in air Rave

7'17.")7 rnw., the nrratent tlivontence from thiw numlx-r tteing the

vah»en 7' 17SS and 7- 1723 emn.

The mean of three readinRH ..f «he length of the rod jsuve 7.)-OIS4

cniH. The xpecifie gravity of the rod wan detfrniined l>y fnidinj; itx

volume and weight, corrections Jx'ing carefully made for tlif very small

holeH mailc in the ro<l in attaching the ,\m- on the end inserted in the

du»t-tul)e. The average of 15 readings on the diameter of the nxl

gave 1 .207.> cms. The corrected vohmie of the rod nas »».(H» li) ces.
;
the

weight of the solid lod was SOu-li) gra .. which Wrings 'he .Irnsity

e<|ual to 8'')()3.

If V, denotes the velocity of sound in brass, V,. that

wave-length in bra«s, ^, the wave-length in ai^

V. = V, -
;i, 7.1-0 »S4

This gives from ihe al)ovc results V, = V,X
7-1757.

ir, ^,, the

The lesults given for the value of V, for air in tul)es are as follows:—

Kavser (1H77) 332-5 metres per sec. at O^C.

Wiillne.- (1878) 331-1) " « - «

Miiller (1902) 331-9 « « " «

One is doubtless justified in taking as the most probable value of

V„ .331-9 metres per second. We have still to <rrect for the tempera-

ture as the al)ove result refers to aii at 0° C. and the eejuation

connecting the velocity at 0° C. and t° C. is, for small values of t,

V ^ \ (1 + J at), where "a"' is the coefficient of expansion of

air. Therefore the value of V„ the velocity of sound in air at 15° C,

the temperature at which the above experiments were carried out, is

34105 cms. per second.

Introducing this value in the equation for V„ we get as the value for

the velocity in the brass rod at 15^ (•.—358,080 cms.per second.

From the equation q' = V^.d, we obt. i q' = 10-902 X 10"

dynes per square centimetre.
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2. Determination of the Isothermal Young's Modulus.

The statical method used depends on observing the depression

produced at the centre of a bar, supported on two knife-edges, when a

known weight is adc! .d at the centre of the bar. The depression was

found by a method, due to Konig, illustrated in the figure below.

,^e^

Ji:

The rod rests on two knife-edges, K, and K,, and mirrors, which

are at right angles to the rod, are rigidly attached to it. The veitical

scale S is reflected first from the mirror M, then from M, and read

through the telescope F. The weight is applied at a knife-edge which

is just midway between the knife-edges K, and K,. On looking through

the telescope we see one division on the scale coinciding with the cross

hair of the telescope ; on loading the beam another division of the scale

will come on the cress hair, and by measuring the distance between

these divisions we can determine the angle <p through which each free

extremity of the bar has been bent. If d, is the distance between the

mirrors, D the distance of the scale S from the mirror M„ and v the

total alteration in the scale leading,
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9 =
2d, + 4D

But the angle <f
is also given by W

2q.Ak» 8

where W is the weight added at the centre of the bar, 1 the distance

between the knife-edges, q Young's modulus, and Ak' the moment of

inertia of the cross section about a diameter.

This gives finally q =
(d, + 2D).WP

8 Ak'-v

In the experiment performed the bar was supported on knife-

edges which were placed on two stone p'rs the basement of the

Physical Laboratory. The values of the nt '...ties involved m the

above equation were as follows:—

a, = 71-9941 cms.

D = 45-300 cms.

1 = 69-9941 cms.

W= 1,000 grams.

V = 7-211 cms. (mean of 45 readings).

Ak» (= - a*) may be determined from the diameter recorded above,

4

1-2675 cms.

Supplying these numbers in the above formula we obtain

q= 10-667 X 10" dynes per sq. cm.

3. Ratio of the Adiabatic and Isothermal Moduli.

The recorded experimental values of the ratio q': q is

q'/q= 1-022.

The value of 1/q-l/q' = -0200 X 10-«.

The value for this difference deduced thermodynamically by Lord

Kelvin is (see above)

w' .T /J.K.d.
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For this experiment we may put

w = -0000188

T = 2S8.

J = 4-19 X 10'

K = -0917

d = 8-503

The substitution gives

1/q _ i/q' = .0031 X 10-«.

The agreement between theory and experiment leaves no such

large gap to be filled as did the results of Wertheim; that the approach

is so good suggests that it might be profitable to extend such experi-

ments over a much larger range of substances.

I have to thank Messrs. J. D. Buchanan and C. W. Robb of the

class of 1912, for making many of the observations recorded above.

Department of Physics,

University of Toronto,

May 15th, 1911.






